The Australian Justice
Tribunal
SOCIAL JUSTICE
CULTURAL BONDING
There could be no greater contribution to Social Justice than to strive for a nation of people
whose ideals – not cultures, not religions – are in one accord as it moves to protect and bond
itself throughout every possible circumstance in daily life.
And so, The Australian Justice Tribunal (The AJT) has developed a social structure based, in
part, on a methodology that has proven successful since time began; a methodology that is
directed specifically at a nation’s youth, but without the controlling megalomania that has
violated its purity over the millennia.
We have named this methodology, “Cultural Bonding”, which culminates at the end of Year
12 as every student, indeed every 17-year-old in Australia spends 12 months together under
the banner of an Onshore Defence Force uniform and the Australian flag.
Unfortunately, it is not the legal domain of our Charity to promote or lobby for the
introduction of our Cultural Bonding program. Our role is to solely develop the concept and
to then leave its introduction into Australian life to those individuals, groups or political
parties who may wish to implement it.
So, here is the program in brief:
Definitions
The AJT defines ‘Onshore Defence Force’ (ODF) and ‘Defence’ in this manner:
“Onshore Defence Force” means an Australian Onshore Defence Force which
comprises young Australian men and women who are educated – for one further
compulsory year – in the theory and practices of Australia’s emergency and Defence
Force capabilities; and within that Gap Year are comprehensively exposed to the
substance of diverse career paths and cultural bonding that may otherwise never
present.
“Defence” means ‒ in the context of Onshore Defence Force ‒ the act of being
trained in the theory and practices of Australia’s emergency and Defence Force
capabilities; but does not mean the physical act of carrying out these practices whilst
undergoing ODF Training.
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And it is the Cultural Bonding aspect of Onshore Defence Force (ODF) Training that we
believe will, in time, be vital to creating harmony between all cultures and religious beliefs.
Primary Purpose
We need every Australian to treat Onshore Defence Force (ODF) Training as an integral step
in the education of all Australian men and women. Most 17-year-olds are in their twelfth
(12th) year of education; ten (10) of which have been compulsory by State and Territory law.
The AJT would suggest that a compulsory Gap Year be added to the education of year 12
graduates and early school leavers.
It will be a developmental year of enormous significance in which our youth are educated in
the theory and practices of Australia’s emergency and Defence Force capabilities. And within
that year all ODF Students will be comprehensively exposed through our Career Awareness
Programs to the possibilities and substance of a diverse range of career opportunities that
present themselves throughout our nation.
Many ODF Students – at the end of training – may select to learn a trade, become a doctor,
nurse, engineer or high-tech specialist within the Australian Defence Force (national budget
allowing), be it Navy, Army or Air Force. But most will fall into civilian life to achieve the
same educational and career goals. That is their choice; a choice based on their new-found ‒
theoretical and practical ‒ awareness of all the opportunities that this nation has to offer.
All ODF Students will have turned 18 by the end of ODF Training.
Border Defence
Onshore Defence Force (ODF) Students will be trained in the defence techniques needed to
protect our coastline; and trained to enhance the capabilities of Customs, Voluntary
Coastguard and Rescue Services.
Natural Disasters
ODF Students will be trained to reinforce the capabilities of all State, Territory, and Federal
Emergency Services in times of cyclones, floods and bushfires. And all Students will emerge
from training qualified in CPR and other key paramedic disciplines.
Reasons for Bonding our Cultures
The AJT defines multiculturalism in this manner:
“Multiculturalism” means the voluntary co-existence of diverse cultures; each
ethnic group bonded by a common freedom to practice independent cultural
traditions and religious beliefs in harmony with each other, and unified by a desire
to command the language, respect the heritage, and observe the laws of their
socially-inclusive host nation to which allegiance has been pledged.
But the breakdown in this fundamental concept of multiculturalism occurs primarily when the
religious beliefs of one ethnic group begin to unacceptably encroach on the rights and beliefs
of others, and when the advocating of their laws are laws which are not compatible with, nor
can they be integrated into, the laws of a host nation. And it is this breakdown which now
disrupts harmony, incites civil unrest, and undermines our National Security.
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For the first time in Australia’s history we now live our lives under threat of terrorist attacks.
We are now warned about the possibility of these attacks by placing us on low, medium, or
high alert in the same manner as cyclone, flood and fire warnings. We are no longer at
peace.
The freedoms that Australians have fought and died for are now at risk of being lost. We now
live in a state of fear.
In response, we need to put an immediate end to threats against our National Security. But
we need to learn from the mistakes of Britain and Europe. And we need to act now by using
Militant Religious Extremism (“MRE”) as a benchmark against which internal national
defence measures should be greatly extended and enforced.
40,000 Religious Extremists in Australia
It has been estimated that over 40,000 Australians from within one particular religious faith
are currently prepared to practice Militant Religious Extremism (MRE) in the interest of furthering
their religious beliefs. However, there is an international indicator which puts this figure at
three times greater.
But 40,000 male (only) radicals is enough to damage any nation let alone 120,000. And
Australia’s combined Defence Force personnel (Navy, Army, Air Force) plus active
Reservists only amount to 80,000. It is therefore imperative that the Cultural Bonding aspect
of ODF Training be implemented without delay as a fundamental step to quelling civil unrest.
Moderates
The term, “moderates”, refers to those believers of a religious faith who ‒ in their daily lives ‒
choose not to exercise the militant religious extremism advocated by the core Holy Text of
that religion; militancy that has been repeatedly woven into scripture for the purpose of
enforcing the propagation of that faith worldwide.
An estimated 290,000 adult moderates live in Australia [i.e. 90% approx. of (550,000 ‒
220,000)].
Yet, although moderates live outwardly by the principles of love, forgiveness, and peace, it is
their underlying doctrine of hatred and extreme militancy which will surface if they are called
upon to force the conversion of others to their faith. And under these circumstances, it has
been estimated that over 60% of moderates in Australia (approx. 170,000) will either rise up
violently (according to scripture) against other religions and cultures, or inwardly (depending
on age and gender) give thanks for those who are rising up.
In reality, moderates are the peaceful Trojan Horse; the vehicle by which they can skilfully ‒
by stealth ‒ prepare for domination; and domination by force, if necessary.
In the main, the majority of Australian moderates are simply dormant religious extremists
whom we must ‒ in the interests of caution ‒ add to the already known 40,000.
Regrettably, along with the ongoing upgrading and enforcement of anti-terrorism laws, and
the constant surveillance and detection of terrorist cells, we also need to put The Cornerstone
of Cultural Bonding (i.e. ODF Training) in place as a matter of urgency.
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The Cornerstone of Cultural Bonding
CULTURAL BONDING from the ground up
The photos shown below are just a glimpse of Australia's youth.
After 12 years of Interfaith Relations (i.e. an understanding of Religions
and Cultures) as a compulsory part of every Australian School curriculum,
The AJT believes it should then be made compulsory to spend a Gap Year
wearing an Onshore Defence Force (ODF) uniform.
Nothing to do with conscription and nothing to do with bearing arms. But
everything to do with learning about vocations (Career Awareness), some
never before thought about by ODF Students... then selecting the right
vocation... interacting with all Cultures and their Religious beliefs... Selfdiscipline... and above all a vital opportunity – during an exciting actionpacked year – to experience bonding that will endure throughout the lives
of all ODF Students. And that's 350,000 + each year; year after endless
year, plus the lives they touch.
And while a new generation of proud, bonded and tolerant Australians are
slowly taking over the reins the rest of us can get on with the discipline
now needed to control the political correctness that has systematically
eroded the Australian culture over the past four decades.
ODF PRESENTATION
https://www.facebook.com/theajt11/videos/2007671166175937/

The bonds created between men and women of all cultures and religions within Australia’s
multiracial society are bonds that are most easily created when we are young. And there
could be no greater process for overcoming and accepting our cultural and religious
differences than to share a common purpose.
The AJT believes strongly that our existing multiracial nation with differing cultures, and
religious beliefs within each ethnic group, can and will be forged into a multicultural society
possessing tolerance and a willingness to integrate without having to lose independent
identities. For example, Christian, Jewish, Buddhist, Muslim and Hindu Students (to name a
few) will stand side by side throughout their lives because these former ODF Students will
have been bonded (in their youth) by one cause; and that is the defence, prosperity and
safekeeping of their nation.
It will be a unique and highly positive Cultural Bonding ‒ esprit de corps ‒ experience that
will never leave them.
The Tolerance Component of ODF Training
It should be understood that the uniform worn by Onshore Defence Force (ODF) Students ‒
albeit the headwear is military in style ‒ will be a neutral uniform. Naturally, to promote
tolerance, concessions such as head scarves and facial hair will be accommodated for cultural
and religious reasons. But principally, the uniform will only favour the rights and defence of
all people who are advantaged under the Australian flag.
Creating tolerance, of all cultures and religions, within the attitudes of Australia’s youth will
be a fundamental purpose of ODF Training. And this can be achieved, in part, by educating
all ODF Students during one additional key segment of ODF Training known as Interfaith
Relations.
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It will be during this segment of the ODF Training curriculum that the basic tenets of
Christianity, Judaism, Buddhism, Islam, Hinduism, and more, will be taught. And it will be
mandatory for all ODF Students, irrespective of religious beliefs, to attend these lectures.
Healthy, controlled debate will be encouraged under supervision.
ODF Students who do not attend Interfaith Relations lectures will incur fines against their
parents or guardians who will also be given a timeframe in which to ensure that their ODF
Students who have formerly absented themselves remedy their breaches. The method of
remedy ‒ attending special classes for example ‒ will be set out in the ‘notice to remedy’.
And failure to remedy absenteeism will result in ODF Students forfeiting their receipt of ID
Cards at the end of ODF Training. These particular ID Cards will be for the purpose of
certifying that the subject ODF Student has completed ODF Training, for without the
production of such an ID Card employment may prove difficult.
In essence this ID Card is proof of having studied Interfaith Relations, and by inference the
cardholder now possesses a tolerant and inclusive attitude towards other cultures and
religions. Without it, an employer may infer that the job applicant is a potential threat to an
already harmonious workplace.
It could take 20 years or more of ODF Training to bring about the tolerance so vitally needed
to ensure internal National Security; but the alternative has the potential to irreparably
damage Australia.
Interfaith Relations Studies Prior to ODF Training
The AJT would recommend the introduction of Interfaith Relations studies into the primary
(commencing at year 1) and secondary school curriculums with the consent of the States and
Territories of Australia.
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